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ABSTRACT

Journalists need to become more effective at communicating science and countering post-truth activities that seek to undermine scientific processes and evidence. Digital support for journalists when investigating and writing about science-related topics is one means of improving this science communication. However, little bespoke digital support is available. This paper reports the research and development of one new form of such digital support. During a participatory design process, experienced science journalists and other professionals were interviewed about their challenges experienced and understanding of good practices in science journalism. These challenges and good practices informed the development of a prototype of a new form of digital tool that was evaluated by journalists without specialist science training. A new version of the prototype, called INQUEST, was implemented to automate some parts of good practices in order to augment journalists’ capabilities. These practices included the retrieval of science information from diverse sources, targeting different science audiences, and providing different forms of guidance for explaining science to the target audience. This prototype is presented, and an early evaluation of it is reported.
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1 Introduction

We are now living in what many describe as a post-truth world [10]. Post-truth activities can be defined as the public burial of objective facts by an avalanche of media content intended to appeal to emotion and personal belief [23]. Examples include the invention of so-called alternative facts introduced into public discourse after the Trump inauguration in 2017 [50], and challenges to traditional forms of expertise exemplified by a UK politician’s statement that people had had enough of experts during the 2016 EU Referendum campaign [33]. Many post-truth activities are perceived as an increasing risk to the well-being of democratic society [3], diminishing trust in political discourse, discouraging practices shown to keep people healthy, and blocking the bold steps needed to tackle the climate crisis [1].

Many discussions about post-truth activities focus on the credibility and reliability of science. This, in turn, affects different forms of science communication [7], including science journalism, which has frequently been in the eye of the storm because of reported misinformation and the dissemination of unreliable material. Wider pressures on journalism arising from the digital upheaval of the past decades [41] have in turn meant that, for economic reasons, science journalists have been stretched ever further to deliver in a multi-platform world. Over the same period, concerns have emerged that overall numbers of journalists in this specialism are diminishing [19] [40] [42]. Science has been reported to be a lower priority for most media compared to
other subjects such as politics [42]. This has reduced the resources available to reach all of the audiences that should be informed by science when making democratic decisions [11], challenge fake science and interrogate science policy and findings effectively [11] [17]. Although some argue that science coverage has a higher media profile since the late 1990s, and that science journalism has increased in proportion to coverage of other subjects [42] [51], the current worldwide crisis due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated infodemic of false information has highlighted more than ever the need for trustworthy news on scientific and medical matters [27]. In this paper, we argue that the growth of post-truth activities imposes at least two specific demands on science journalism. The first is that science journalism needs to communicate to the general public so that citizens will be able to make informed democratic decisions about the important science-related societal, environmental, and political challenges facing the world. This requires more journalists than at present, and not just those that currently specialize in science journalism, to write about and communicate effectively on science-related topics. The second, which follows from the first, is that journalists have to communicate science-related topics to audiences that engage with science only rarely, and use channels frequented by these audiences to do so. Studies in the US and Europe have revealed large audience segments that are disengaged with or only moderately interested in science news [4] [12] [43], in this post-truth world, people in them often form incorrect views about science from a growing multiplicity of alternative and often unreliable sources. New forms of digital support have the potential to enable journalists who do not specialize in science to write about and communicate science-related topics to reach these wider audiences. As well as assisting journalists during the COVID-19 crisis, this support could, e.g., aid regional broadcast journalists to communicate the local effects of climate change, and freelance journalists commissioned to write an article about the impact of the non-take-up of measles vaccine on school attendance. At the moment, however, there is little bespoke digital support for these forms of science journalism, especially for journalists who are not specialists. Therefore, in response, this paper reports the design of a new digital tool to support journalists without science training to communicate more effectively about three challenges facing the world – the climate crisis, vaccine denial, and artificial intelligence in the workplace. The remainder of the paper is in 6 sections. The next two report definitions and key challenges facing science communication and journalism, and the few existing digital tools to support journalists to write stories. Subsequent sections report the key stages of a participatory design process. Interviews were held with 18 expert science journalists and communicators to discover the challenges facing science journalism and discuss potential opportunities for digital technologies to support science journalism. Using results from these interviews, a new digital prototype called INQUEST was designed, and features and content for the prototype were developed. Journalists with no science journalism expertise provided formative feedback to improve these features and content. The paper ends by presenting a first version of the INQUEST prototype, contrasting its features to existing digital tools for science journalism, and reflecting on the research contributions and prototype’s implications for supporting science journalism.

2 Science Communication and Journalism

Science communication is defined as the organized, explicit and intended actions to communicate scientific knowledge, methodology, processes, or practices in settings where non-scientists are a recognized part of the audience [22]. It includes efforts to communicate the culture of science [9], enable laypeople and others with expertise outside of science to communicate about science [35], challenge science [14] [17], and engage through new and emerging formats such as social media, science festivals, events, comedy, and storytelling [25]. Most communication of science does not flow directly from scientists to the public. Instead, it passes through communicators such as journalists using mainstream media channels – channels that remain important portals through which science news is still consumed and trusted [2]. However, new digital technologies mean that these traditional forms of information exchange have been challenged [14]. In the world of science, as in so many other disciplines, social media technologies have opened up new channels by which people receive news. As a consequence, post-truth groups such as Stop Mandatory Vaccination and agencies like the Heartland Institute use these direct means of communication
to circumvent mainstream media and share disinformation that contradicts scientific evidence and undermines scientific process (e.g. [18]). To counter these challenges to science, the authors of this paper argue that journalists need to evolve their practices to communicate more effectively to wider audiences using both mainstream and social media channels.

Unsurprisingly, most journalists, on their own, lack the breadth and depth of scientific knowledge needed to communicate science effectively themselves. The vast majority of journalists come from an arts humanities or social science background. Out of the estimated 400,000 journalists in the European Union in 2018, only 2,500 were represented by EUJSA, the EU’s Science Journalists’ Association. One solution is to talk more with scientists. However, scientists and journalists often struggle to interact effectively, in part because both lack the time needed to communicate, but also because journalists also lack the time to discover and examine scientific journals and other sources as news organizations reduce staff numbers to remain competitive in the age of digitalized news production [31]. Moreover, unsurprisingly, most journalists work using news rather than scientific values to short deadlines (e.g. [14] [20] [28]) that make it difficult to write effectively about complicated science-related stories [46]. Journalists who cover scientific stories are often drawn towards dramatic conclusions, positive results, bias and sensationalism [11] [42] [45]. As a consequence, senior figures in science have spoken about the paucity of effective reporting of science-related stories. For example, the Head of UK Research Councils drew attention to the way that science is reported when general journalists are involved, and called for improvements [8].

In this paper, we argue that non-specialist journalists can benefit from new forms of bespoke support to respond to the changing landscape of science journalism – support to understand science more effectively, discover scientific information related to stories, and communicate it to less engaged audiences in our societies more effectively – all within the constraints and pressures of modern newsrooms. New and bespoke digital capabilities have the potential to provide these new forms of support.

3 Digital Support for Journalists

The growing digitization of news production and consumption has enabled and been impacted by different forms of both automation of and digital support for journalists work. Many of these forms are now well-documented. They include the use of automation to verify social media sources (e.g. [54]), detect deep-fakes (e.g. [48]), and algorithmic journalism (e.g. [30]) for stories reporting more quantitative news such as sport and finance. Automation can also empower news consumers, for example to personalize their consumption to specific sources and topics (e.g. [6]).

By contrast, in spite of this newsroom automation, there is little dedicated digital support for non-science journalists to write about science. One exception is a new breed of digital tool that summarizes academic papers for non-scientific audiences [52]. For example, Scholarcy automatically reads research articles, reports and book chapters and breaks them down into bite-sized sections for users to assess the relevance of quickly [44]. Another new breed is the digital content verification tools that check scientific facts. For example, SciCheck is a feature of FactCheck.org that focuses exclusively on false and misleading scientific claims that are made by partisans to influence public policy [15]. Although useful, these breeds of tool, on their own, are unlikely to enable journalists to write and communicate stories about science to non-specialist audiences more effectively.

Few studies to inform the design of bespoke digital support for journalists to write better stories have been reported. Some of the exceptions were the design implications for future tools to discover local news information sources reported in [16], and the Maater system that corrected news misinformation using high-ranking crowd-sourced entries [29]. To work around the lack of available digital tools, some journalists have adopted general-purpose ones such as import.io and www.social-searcher.com that keyword-search multiple social media channels but not news information sources, and present comparative results. Other digital journalism tools have implemented artificial intelligence techniques. For example, the Alchemy API was developed to support journalists to make sense of unstructured natural language data and generate human insights using text analysis and visualization mechanisms. Likewise, the NewsReader tool implemented text analysis and artificial intelligence mechanisms to build structured event indexes of large volumes of financial
and economic data for decision making from news content [36]. More recently, the INJECT tool implements creative search algorithms to discover content that it presents to journalists to use to discover and develop new angles on stories [31]. Newsroom studies demonstrated the INJECT tool’s effectiveness [32]. Moreover, INJECT was implemented as a plug-in sidebar to existing text editors, to avoid the need to run yet another free-standing tool, and hence increase the likelihood of INJECT’s uptake in newsrooms.

In this paper we build on ideas from some of these existing tools to design new and bespoke digital support for journalists to discover content for writing about science-related topics more effectively. We report the design of a new digital prototype called INQUEST. The participatory process to design INQUEST included engagement with both experienced science communicators and journalists not specialized in science.

4 The Participatory Design Process

The process sought the participation of experienced science journalists and communicators to provide domain expertise about science journalism challenges and good practices. It also sought the participation of other journalists who did not specialize in science journalism to provide the requirements for and feedback on the INQUEST prototype. The experienced science journalists and communicators were interviewed to refine the design team’s understanding of the challenges facing science journalism and to discover good practices that the tool could encourage and support. The non-specialist journalists provided feedback on a first version of the prototype during 3 workshops. This feedback was used to design a more complete digital version of the INQUEST prototype. The outcomes from each stage of the participatory design process are reported.

4.1 Science journalism challenges and good practices

To collect domain expertise about science journalism challenges and good practices, the design team held semi-structured interviews with 18 experts – people with a track record as science journalists and in equivalent roles from 6 European countries – the UK, Ireland, Estonia, Norway, Italy and Germany. These experts comprised 11 science journalists in broadcast and print, 2 media consultants specializing in science, a freelance science communicator, a science editor, a science magazine editor, a science press officer and a science journalism academic. The interviews lasted between 25 and 1h16 minutes. During each interview, one member of the design team asked questions about the challenges facing science journalism, good practices for reporting it, the training available, preferred digital information sources, and emerging opportunities for science journalism. The full interview results are available at [35]. The results summarized in this paper draw on answers to questions asked about the challenges, good practices and digital information sources.

Our analysis of the interview transcripts led to the emergence of 4 key themes: 1) a lack of time and other resources to report science journalism; 2) the diverse digital information sources of value in science journalism; 3) the different audiences for science journalism, and; 4) the need for strategies to explain science to audiences. Each theme is reported with interview quotes in turn.

4.1.1 Lack of time and other resources.

The first theme was the challenge posed by the lack of time and other resources to write about science-related topics, even for experienced journalists with expertise in science. The lack of budget and time were reported by many: “As an individual journalist within that unit, producing science content, the challenges are funding. Because everybody's being squeezed. That's actually a really significant issue actually.” (IV3), “progressive reduction of time and money to pursue stories so that you can’t cover simpler often too simple stories” (IV15), “Well the main challenge I face now is the fact that there are only 5 reporters and 2 political writers, so we're massively understaffed, so I have to cover science environment and to a certain extent health” (IV8), and “there's a definite lack of budget earmarked for science journalism in most of the mainstream media” (IV17). The challenge was put into context by changes in news journalism, e.g. “the other is a lack of time. Journalism became faster and faster and faster these days.” (IV10). It was compounded by growing workloads: “...the treadmill of science press releases coming out from the big journals and everything else that it's really very, very difficult to do enterprising or investigative stories. You're just making sure you've got the big ones covered.” (IV4). It led some of the experts to report the need for more resource, e.g.: “yes
we could we should have more journalists, who also are able to write science or write about science” (IV5) and “I think it's about editors who are empowered with the ability to change things to give science journalists more time or to involve them in the process earlier on” (IV7). However, none of the experts reported that these resources had been or were expected to be forthcoming in their organizations.

Some of the experts also reported lacking the necessary expertise to interpret science, e.g.: “the main challenge is that most journalists, unless they studied science at A level or at a higher level like university, really don't have a deep knowledge of basic science” (IV1), and “Firstly is um accuracy. This is a really complex...they tend to be quite complex stories, and very difficult to get the facts exactly right around the science” (IV11).

In conclusion, interviewee responses revealed that even experienced science journalists frequently lacked the time needed to research and develop stories on science-related topics. Some also lacked the expertise needed to interpret complex science-based stories. Design implications for INQUEST inferred by the authors included the need to support journalists to work more efficiently, perhaps through the increased automation of some of their tasks.

4.1.2 Diverse digital information sources.

The second theme was the diversity of the digital information sources used to discover and learn about science stories in the time available to the experts. During each interview, the term source was used in its traditional sense in journalism, i.e. the origin of information used by journalists to develop ideas for new stories. The interviews revealed that no single type of digital source was used by more than half of the experts. Instead, the experts drew on the range of different types of source summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Different types of digital information source mentioned by the experts as used regularly as the starting point for the development of science-related stories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital information Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Experts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Papers in science magazines and journals</td>
<td>Both online and hardcopy. Many journalists have negotiated journal access</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EurekAlert!</td>
<td>Digital news distribution platform operated by the AAAS</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists on Twitter</td>
<td>Scientists promoting their work</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-digital human actors</td>
<td>Policy directors, press officers, professionals, friends</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct databases</td>
<td>PubMed, Scopus Scholar, Web of Science, EBSCO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University perspectives</td>
<td>Updates on institution activities</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General news sources</td>
<td>Wider sources, e.g. New York Times, Guardian, BBC News</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Alert/Scholar</td>
<td>Academic papers search engine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Search</td>
<td>General web search engine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-print server papers</td>
<td>University-published papers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few selected bloggers</td>
<td>Thoughts leaders</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Less than half of the experts reported accessing science journals and magazines directly, in order to source their stories. Of those that did, several reported accessing leading journals and magazines such as Science and Nature, e.g.: “Couple of sources, ... the science magazines, of course, from Nature to Science Story Life or whatever” (IV13) and “Absolutely everything and everywhere. I mean I read Science and Nature, in hard copy. And I read the hard copy, because daily journalists look at the press releases, they get the emails of the press releases, of the papers that are important” (IV8). Others had negotiated access to papers in more specialist journals, e.g. “I do, because a lot of these journals, the publishers have started giving journalists blanket access, there are some journals, they will give you access if you email the press office and tell them which article you want and they’ll send it to you by pdf” (IV11). Another reported accessing pre-prints on university servers: “You know nowadays we are looking at pre-print servers, that’s where a lot of our stories are coming from... now there’s a massive movement in the biological community to also put their papers on pre-print servers, so our journalists are looking at pre-print servers for stories because that’s where they can discover you know big findings before they’ve even been peer-reviewed” (IV4). However, the risks
associated with pre-print papers were also recognized: “So that’s another conversation about how you do good science journalism around a pre-print paper which hasn’t been peer reviewed yet. You have to have a kind of extra level of caution” (IV4). Finally, some of the experts also accessed reports produced by recognized international bodies such as the IPCC, e.g. “maybe the IPCC or other things for climate change they look at these reports and for overviews” (IV10).

By contrast, the other 11 experts did not report using science journals as sources for their science-related stories. Multiple reasons were reported. Experts IV2 and IV3 depended instead on alert services such as EurekAlert!, while IV3 also relied on the alert services of major universities, and IV12 used tips and information provided directly by scientists.

Overall, 6 of the experts reported use of the AAAS’s EurekAlert! service, as part of the suite of alerts available, e.g.: “I’m on all the alerts. EurekAlert! I use a lot, yes I’m on all the alert sites for all the main publications” (IV3). Other services reported by one of the experts were Giga Alert, SuperDesk and NewsWhip. However, other experts reported limitations with these services for writing about science, e.g. “Yeah, I get EurekAlert!, but again everybody gets them, so they’re of limited use to me” (IV11), “so I think they all have EurekAlert! they’ll all have access to EurekAlert!...” (IV2), and “I used to but then it just overwhelmed me” (IV18).

Four of the experts followed and used the tweets of high-profile scientists to remain up-to-date, e.g.: “Twitter obviously for just staying up to date. Scientists use Twitter a lot” (IV18), “I used to get quite a lot of information through there. I think it’s a really good kind of barometer of what’s going on in the world. It can be really useful in that sense” (IV11), and “I use Twitter a lot. Not necessarily to find scientific papers but just to check out what people are talking about. Current debate in scientific communities in the areas that I cover” (IV18). Another reported: “It’s a good place to get stories I think – and also to reach out to people, because you can get hold of people quite quickly on Twitter, if you want to interview them” (IV11).

Only 2 of the experts reported using non-science sources such as news web-sites and newsletters to source their science-related stories: “I get my everyday news, I try to get as broader range as possible, but mainly the New York Times, the Guardian and the BBC website” (IV11) and “it’s more convenient for me to choose stranger sources so if I have to write original stories like in this case [points to his book]” (IV9), and “So I have newsletters coming from I don’t know how many different places, from everywhere” (IV18). Likewise, only 2 experts mentioned using general search engines such as Google to discover information with which to source science-related stories. And there was caution about press releases and PR outcomes, e.g. “I never use press releases” (IV11) and “I ignore them 90 per cent of the time.... I don’t trust them. I have seen so much greenwash” (IV13).

In spite of the question’s focus on digital information sources, another 4 experts also reported talking directly to people in roles such as press officers, science professionals and policy directors to discover information with which to source stories, e.g. “some tips and from scientists from politicians” (IV12), “Yeah and very often it’s by word of mouth. So I have a lot of contacts with a lot of people they will send me stuff” (IV11), and “I take [leading policy director] out every six months and say what's coming up what's coming up and try and build a pattern of features for the months ahead and in between that when stories break we will cover them as and when they come out” (IV8). These reports indicated that not all valued sources are digital.

In conclusion, the interviews revealed that most science journalists did not report using journal articles as a primary source for developing their stories, and none reported using summarizer tools such as Scholary [44]. Rather, most used more diverse sources including science alerts, scientists’ tweets, science newsletters, and general news to develop ideas for stories. Some of the science journalists also stressed the need to interact directly with people to discover new stories. Furthermore, responses to other questions asked during the 18 interviews but not analyzed in this paper revealed that many sought to talk directly to scientists in order to develop elements of their stories. These findings have implications for the design of INQUEST, and the types and range of information that could be retrieved as sources that journalists could use to develop new stories about science-related topics.
4.1.3 Audiences for science journalism.

The third theme that emerged from the interviews was the need to think about more specific audiences for science journalism. One reported the need for clear audience identification to generate directed content, for example: “Are they actually reading reputable science journalism in say a newspaper like The New York Times that covers stories very well or a specialist science journal or are they just sort of looking at some video on YouTube or picking up something from their Twitter thread or you know if you’re a young mother with children under 2 are they going onto Mumsnet (a popular website for parents) to get their information?” (IV1). A radio journalist reported how her content was adapted to younger audiences: “Yes, we’ve really tried, we’ve really changed the way we make programmes to try to appeal to different groups of people.... And we’re obviously...trying to attract a younger audience.... So, I think it’s a really, it’s really educational, but without appearing to be educational. So, I think ways like that. Podcasts. There’s lots of podcasts that we’re doing in science. Trying to do it in different ways, different lengths, different lengths of programmes, shorter.... Yes, trying to make it more chatty, younger people, younger presenters, not so formal... Much more conversational, discursive.” (IV3). Another reported that social media had led to different types of content to align to different science journalism audiences: “You know much more focus now on just meeting readers where they are so focus on social media, you know just, not necessarily expecting them to come to our site but just giving them the news whether it’s on Facebook or Twitter, so newsletters is a big conversation and we’ve got a really successful um, newsletter that we started a year or two ago and that’s been a really high priority actually for our team um, and its proving really popular, again no expectation that you’ll actually click on anything in it, it’s just there its getting you to know [our magazine] and science journalism.” (IV4).

Overall, fewer of the experts reported a need to think about specific science journalism audiences, but those that did reported using different content, styles and channels. These results were consistent with results from studies that revealed audiences, excluded from, disengaged with or only moderately interested in science news (e.g. [4] [12] [43]). They also had implications for the design of INQUEST, and the audience segment information that could direct journalists to write about science-related topics for those audience segments.

4.1.4 Effective explanation.

The fourth theme that emerged from the interviews was the need to explain science more effectively. During the interviews, most reported the need to explain science and its relevance to readers, for example “I see my job as explaining a bit more than say a political editor would” (IV8) and “but it's not only storytelling you have also to explain things to put things in context and so on” (IV10). Stories could be judged by their explanations of the science, e.g. “Is it interesting? Is it explained in a way that, how can we explain it? (IV3) and “There is an element of science, there is an element of explaining these things” (IV6). Some of the experts also revealed different explanation strategies, e.g., presenting the background: “sometimes when a news story gets so big, it will be sort of producers that call us up and we will try and help and scientists are really willing to sort of explain the background” (IV2) and context: “research about climate change while we do cover those, we tried to explain how it also concerns Estonia” (IV5). Again, the findings had implications for design discussions to be made about INQUEST, and offered new guidance in the form of strategies to support journalists to explain science and its relevance to their audiences.

4.1.5 Implications for designing the INQUEST prototype.

The results from the 18 interviews were analyzed to inform decisions made about the design of INQUEST to support journalists to write about science-related topics. In order to overcome the challenge of lack of time and utilize the diverse digital information sources used by experts, the design team decided to automate some of the tasks that experienced science journalists regularly undertake. Therefore, INQUEST was developed to discover information already published in sources as diverse as journals, magazines, science alerts, scientists’ tweets, and general news sources that could act as triggers to journalists to write new science-related stories, and present this information to journalists in standard forms in one place, for quick access. To support journalists to write for audiences less engaged in science, the team decided to design new guidance for writing for these audiences. INQUEST was developed to present personas for different audience segments, to provide information and guidance to the journalists during the writing process. And to provide effective explanations
of science and its relevance, the team decided to operationalise an existing theory of narrative in guidelines that INQUEST presents to journalists to explain the science in different ways. The next section reports the development of these features to support journalists writing about 3 key topics that were a focus for the first INQUEST prototype – the climate crisis, vaccine denial and the impact of artificial intelligence on the workplace.

4.2 Content for effective science communication

The science journalism and communication experts reported using diverse sources of digital information for developing new stories about science-related topics, each with advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, to offset the disadvantages associated with each single type of source, design decisions were made to develop the INQUEST prototype to discover information from multiple source types automatically, and to present this content to journalists who are writing new stories.

4.2.1 Published science content.

Some of the experts reported using scientific papers published in peer-reviewed journals to source and develop new stories. Moreover, they used prestigious journals as proxies for high quality science reported in the papers. Therefore, the INQUEST prototype was developed to retrieve and manipulate information from scientific papers that were published in prestigious journals related to specific topics from the climate crisis, vaccine denial, and the impact on artificial intelligence on the workplace. To determine these journal titles, the design team consulted experienced scientists and science journalists in each of the challenge areas, and identified a first set of 45 journals for the tool to retrieve information automatically from. These titles included Nature Climate Change, Global Environmental Change and Global and Planetary Change (for the climate crisis), the New England Journal of Medicine, JAMA Pediatrics and British Medical Journal (for vaccine denial) and the Foundations and Trends in Machine Learning, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Learning and IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and Learning Systems (for artificial intelligence). An example of one paper that the tool might discover when writing a story about sea-level rises and the medieval city of Venice, published in Climate Dynamics, is shown on the left side of Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1:** Titles of retrieved peer-reviewed publication related to sea-level rises in Venice, published in Climate Dynamics, and article related to sea-level rises in Venice, published in Nature.

The experts also reported using publications in prestigious science magazines. Therefore, the prototype was developed also to retrieve and manipulate information from articles published in prestigious science magazines. To determine the magazine titles, the design team consulted the same experienced scientists and science journalists, and identified a first set of 7 magazines that the tool retrieves information from automatically. These titles included Science, New Scientist and Scientific American, all of which publish articles such as shown on the right side of Figure 1. Both sets of peer-reviewed journals and scientific magazines could be easily extended with more expert input.

The experts also identified scientific institutions that produced reports to use during science communication such as the European Space Agency and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, so the prototype was developed to retrieve and manipulate information from these reports and outputs.

4.2.2 Published news content.

Some of the experts reported using content published in newspapers as sources for stories. Therefore, the INQUEST prototype was developed also to retrieve and manipulate information from newspaper sources. Tried-and-tested software services already implemented in the INJECT digital tool to support journalists were invoked in the INQUEST prototype. These services provided
access to news stories written each day in 380 titles in 6 European languages [31]. An example of such a story published by CBS News is shown on the left side of Figure 2.

### 4.2.3 Science alert services.

Some of the experts also reported using science news alert services to be valuable source for new stories, so the INQUEST prototype was also designed also to retrieve information related to specific topics from alerts published by 2 services used by many science journalists – EurekAlert! and AlphaGalileo. An example of an alert is shown on the right side of Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Title of news article related to sea-level rises in Venice, published by CBS News, and EurekAlert service alert on sea-level rises and Venice.

### 4.2.4 Scientist comments on social media.

Moreover, some of the experts also reported using the tweets of high-profile scientists to remain up-to-date with developments in science. Therefore, a design decision was made to develop the INQUEST prototype to retrieve information related to specific topics automatically from tweets posted by high-profile scientists and their research labs. Using source names identified by our experienced science journalists, the tool was set up to retrieve Twitter content including from 30 leading research teams and 170 leading scientists researching climate change, and 20 research teams and 80 leading scientists researching vaccines. Equivalent teams and scientists working in artificial intelligence were planned to be added to subsequent versions of the prototype.

### 4.2.5 Science audience personas.

Some of the experts reported writing for specific science journalism audiences. Therefore, the design team took inspiration from user personas in interaction design (e.g. [37]), and made a design decision to develop a set of new audience personas that represent a broader range of readers, their behaviours and their attitudes towards science that journalists believe can be current and future audiences. The INQUEST prototype was developed to retrieve these personas and present them automatically to journalists when writing about science-related topics.

A literature search revealed no existing audience personas for science journalism in the public domain. Therefore, the design team examined the small canon of existing research to determine whether populations could be divided into segments with different perceptions of science. Schafer et al. [43] applied latent class analysis to survey data from audiences in Switzerland to propose 4 important segments: sciencephiles with strong interest for science, extensive knowledge and belief in its potential; the critically interested, also with strong support for science but with less trust in it; passive supporters with moderate levels of interest, trust, and knowledge; and disengaged people who are not interested in science, do not know much about it and harbor critical views toward it. Similar segments were identified in [5] for science audiences in the United States. Furthermore, Dawson’s ethnographic research [12] explored those most at risk from exclusion from science communication in low-income minority ethnic backgrounds, and argued that exclusion could be understood in terms of cultural imperialism (most scientists are white and middle class) and powerlessness (a sense that minorities are ignored by authorities).

Using these reported findings, the design team developed a first set of 8 science audience personas based on the sciencephile (1 persona) critically interested (1) passive supporters (2) and disengaged (4) audience segments in [43], and specialized them to describe excluded audiences from the ethnic minorities and with lower incomes. Each persona was developed to have a name, background, interests and activities encountered in most EU states, to enable their use by journalists in different EU countries. Figure 3 reports the first version of the designed Michelle persona. Michelle was designed to describe someone disengaged from science, i.e.
someone moderately in favor of basic research and public funding, but who still perceives science negatively [38]. She has low levels of education and large personal and professional distances to science, which translates into low motivation to engage and few contacts with it [43].

Michelle is a 45-year-old woman who runs a hairdressing business from the suburban home that she shared with her husband and teenage children. She left school at 16 to train as a hairdresser. Although she is intellectually curious her political views remain conservative, and she normally votes for centre-right parties. Her main sources of information are daily newspapers, Sky News, local radio and Facebook, and her large network of clients with whom she talks every day.

Michelle has some interest in science that can impact on her health and that of her family, but no interest in science that does not have this impact. She thinks of science as limited to medical science, and does not perceive science to be relevant to other aspects of her life. She reads most of her information about science, irregularly, from health sections of the newspaper and from Facebook. She does not read science books or other publications. Her world outlook is a distrust of many professions (including science and journalism) and likes to talk with friends and clients about news stories that demonstrate the limits of their knowledge of these professions. Michelle and her friends often question the trustworthiness of science that they read or hear about. However, living in a big city, she likes to exploit its culture, and visits its museums, galleries and botanical gardens from time to time.

**Figure 3.** Textual description of the first version of the Michelle persona, who is disengaged from science.

Another 7 similar science audience personas were designed and described in text form with equivalent information to similar levels of detail, for evaluation as part of the first INQUEST prototype.

### 4.2.6 Explanation support.

In response to the expert reports that explaining science was important, the design team investigated different theories that might support more effective explanation with different strategies. One was *Rhetorical Structure Theory* (RST) [34]. RST describes the organization of a written narrative as relations that hold between the parts of that narrative. It explains coherence by postulating a hierarchical, connected structure of texts. This structure is understood using predefined types of rhetorical relations between texts – relation types such as background, description, circumstance and cause. Because journalists writing about science from different sources are seeking to develop stories that are connected and coherent, the design team judged the RST rhetorical relation types as a valid start point for designing explanation sparks for science journalism. In the first version of the INQUEST prototype, explanation sparks were designed for 19 rhetorical relationship types. Each spark was designed to direct the journalist, and in particular less experienced ones, to think about new ways of explaining more entities extracted from existing papers, articles, stories and news alerts. For example, for the entity *measles vaccine*, two sparks directed the journalist to think about describing the causes for the measles vaccine to your audience and *think about incorporating the purpose of the measles vaccine if it is relevant to your audience*. The full first set of the designed explanation sparks is reported in Table 2.

| Think about different contexts of [entity] that might interest [your audience] |
| Think about how science offers different solutions to [entity] that might interest [your audience] |
| Think about elaborating on examples of [entity] that [your audience] might want to know about |
| Think about describing what [your audience] want to know about [entity] in their language |
| Think about the background of [entity] to offer story angles to [your audience] |
| Think about how [entity] motivates others, as part of a story for [your audience] |

**Table 2.** Some of the parameterized explanation sparks designed for the first INQUEST prototype. When presented to journalists in the prototype, each spark was designed to associate an entity extracted from the current paper, article or story with one or more audience personas already selected by the journalist.

### 5 A First Prototype: Journalist feedback

A first prototype of INQUEST was developed to collect journalist feedback on key features and types of information content described in the previous section. This prototype was designed to be used in the first discovery stage of story development that involves the activities and techniques involved in fixing on a reporting idea or focus, formulating a reporting strategy, and seeking relevant information. [49]. To support this discovery phase, published science and news content were presented digitally using functions implemented in the new prototype. For each user request, the prototype presented up to 20 papers, articles
and stories retrieved automatically from over 17 million news stories published over the previous 2 years in the 380 news publications in 6 European languages, over 12,000 peer-reviewed papers in the 45 listed journal titles, and from over 400 articles published in 7 listed science magazine titles published over the previous 12 months. Each set was retrieved automatically by creative search algorithms implemented in the existing INJECT tool [31] and presented in both a text editor sidebar and a web application, as shown in Figure 4. For each paper, article and story, the prototype displayed the title, publication date, where it was published, the first 20 words and one image taken from the paper or article, and a word cloud of frequent terms from each journal and/or article. By contrast, the first version of the designed audience personas and explanation sparks had not been implemented in the functional prototype, and were presented to the journalists on separate sheets of paper, overlaid onto or presented next to the digital content, see also Figure 4.

Figure 4. Mixed digital and paper content in the INQUEST first prototype, from left to right: the text editor sidebar view, the web application view, and the mixed digital and paper content presented to journalists.

Three workshops were held with users for whom INQUEST was being developed – journalists without specific science expertise and/or science journalism training but still writing about science-related stories. The first workshop was with 3 experienced Italian journalists – 2 worked for a local television channel and reported science-related stories in news broadcasts, and 1 was a freelancer who occasionally accepted commissions to write about science-related topics. The second workshop was with 2 journalists based in the UK – a freelance journalist with some experience of writing science stories, and an inexperienced journalist studying for a Masters in Interactive Journalism. The third workshop was held with 4 working but inexperienced journalists who were studying for Masters degrees in Journalism and Interactive Journalism. Only 1 of these 4 had a background in science, in the form of a Bachelor Degree. During each workshop, a member of the design team walked the journalists through the prototype’s different features and information content, and asked them to comment on the value and implementation of each type, and changes to make. Overall, the journalists in the 3 workshops were positive about all of the presented content types. Each was reported to have potential value to a journalist discovering themes to write about science-related stories. The text editor sidebar design was also a popular means of presenting the content to journalists writing stories. However, the journalists also asked for changes to the content and features for presenting it, and for one new type of information content to be added. One of the changes was a feature to order and filter papers and articles by the type of source (e.g. by science magazines), to manage the volume of information retrieved by the prototype. Another was to have more immediate access to more word clouds, in order to access simple visual summaries quickly. Some of the journalists also asked for shorter summaries of the audience personas, because the two-paragraph descriptions shown in Figure 3 were too long to browse and understand when developing new stories. Some of the journalists also asked for more directed guidance about how to write stories for the different audience personas.

The new type of information content that some of the journalists requested was a set of metaphors – everyday objects and situations familiar to most non-specialist audiences similar to scientific challenges and theories.
shown to communicate science effectively to audiences. In particular, the 2 Italian broadcast journalists reported that their news reports often had less than 2 minutes to communicate a science-related story to a television audience, and often sought familiar metaphors to communicate the topic quickly. All 3 of the journalists in that first workshop agreed that a set of tried-and-tested science communication metaphors could support them to discover and think more about metaphors to use to communicate different science disciplines.

6 A More Complete Digital INQUEST Prototype

Based on the feedback from the workshops, the design team developed a first full version of the INQUEST prototype that incorporated all of the requested changes and the new set of science communication metaphors. The prototype displayed information of different types to journalists using an interactive sidebar based on the design of the INJECT tool sidebar. Information presented in this sidebar was retrieved automatically from papers from all of the reported types of digital source. The implementation of each of these key features is summarized in the next sections.

6.1 The INQUEST sidebar

The INQUEST interactive sidebar on the right side of the text editor was based on the Google Docs Add-on sidebar with a fixed width of 300px. To be usable within this limited width, the sidebar was implemented with mouse hover-boxes to present information content such as the explanation sparks using pop-up text boxes quickly in context. Different instances of the designed sidebar use are depicted in Figure 6.

6.2 The INQUEST information cards and explanation sparks

Each retrieved journal paper, magazine article and news article were presented in the sidebar using a separate information card that presented the title, publication date, where it was published, the first 20 words and one image taken from the paper or article. To present structured information about places, things, people and organizations that journalists might write about, each card presented up to 10 entities extracted automatically from each retrieved paper/article in colored rectangles, as described in section 6.2. When the journalist placed the cursor over each entity or the article title, INQUEST presented a pop-up explanation spark generated for that entity or title to encourage the journalist to think about new ways to explain the entity to the intended audience. Implementation of these information cards and explanation sparks are also depicted in Figure 5.

6.3 The retrieval and entity extraction algorithms

The INQUEST prototype built on the search algorithms and tools implemented in the INJECT tool [31]. Retrieval was in two parts – prior semantic indexing of content and content index searches in real-time in response to journalist requests. The INJECT Presser service already fetched verified news stories from over 1000 predefined RSS feeds published by 380 diverse news titles in 6 languages. These titles included broadsheet titles such as the Guardian and New York Times and tabloid newspapers such as the Daily Mail and The Sun. On a normal news day, it fetched about 15,000 stories. Stories from high-frequency feeds were fetched every 30 minutes, others every 12 hours. The prototype stored information about fetched stories in its creative news index, an external Elasticsearch cluster manipulated by its creative search algorithms. In March 2020, the Elasticsearch cluster held over 17million entries, with another 350,000 or so new entries being added each month. In the INQUEST prototype, the Presser service was extended to fetch the peer-reviewed journals, science magazine articles and scientific reports from the climate change, vaccine and AI specialist sources reported in section 4.2.
The INQUEST sidebar in a Google Docs text editor, showing information cards and explanation sparks related to explaining protein in a new story about measles vaccines.

Entities were extracted from the retrieved stories, and papers using established named entity extraction mechanisms such as DBpedia Spotlight [13] and Polyglot [38]. Spotlight annotated mentions of DBpedia resources using entity detection and disambiguation algorithms with adjustable precision and recall, while Polyglot implemented named entity extraction, speech tagging, sentiment analysis, morphological analysis, and transliteration. Automatic parser mechanisms also detected the reported nouns and verbs to index stories using common objects and actions. Combining these parsers and entity extraction mechanisms provided the INQUEST prototype with substantial semantic content about each paper, article, story and report.

6.4 The audience personas

New versions of the designed audience personas shown in Figure 3 were extended with 75-word precis and photographs to make each easier to understand quickly. Furthermore, to provide journalists with more directed guidance about how to write stories for the different personas, themes such as the reading level, social media uses, and interests were added as entities that journalists could interact with to create ideas about for readers in each segment. Eight such audience personas were implemented in the first full version of the INQUEST prototype, and 4 are shown in Figure 6. Journalists were able to read and select between the full descriptions of all 8 personas using a simple and accessible feature of the prototype available at all times.

6.5 The science communication metaphors

Metaphors are heuristic tools for science communication that enable non-scientists to learn knowledge that may be too complex or abstract to understand in its original form [53]. Well-known science metaphors include the greenhouse effect and herd immunity. Therefore, the design team undertook an extensive search of metaphors used to communicate science related to the climate crisis, vaccine use and AI in society. A first set of 18 metaphors with titles, images, and descriptions were implemented. Each metaphor also included simple guidelines to encourage journalists to think about its limits, because outdated metaphors can limit public understanding [53], and wrong language can re-enforce stereotypical thinking and political meaning [19]. Furthermore, to encourage journalists to think creatively about metaphor use, each included important topics represented as entities that journalists could interact with to explore guidance such as: Will your
audience understand this metaphor? Change it to something they are more familiar with, and: Think about including dramatic images of the metaphor in your story. These features were included to support journalists to avoid the overuse of worn-out metaphors and to evolve new ones that better communicate their science-related stories. Presentation of 6 of the 18 metaphors and an example of the interactive support for creative thinking about the metaphors in the INQUEST prototype are also shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6**: The INQUEST web application prototype displaying some of the audience personas, guidance about the Paul persona and people of similar age, and science communication metaphor content generated for it.

### 7 Discussion and Next Steps

Science journalism has the power to shape society by communicating science effectively so that people are informed when making democratic decisions (e.g. [2]). As a consequence, how we craft the new forms of digital technologies to support this science journalism will impact on both our democracies and our lives. The initial research reported in this paper revealed that most journalists lack the necessary resources and digital information to communicate science to more diverse audiences effectively. It also provided first evidence that this knowledge gap could be filled by digital implementation and augmentation of parts of some of the tasks that journalists under time pressures undertake when writing about science-related topics.

The research reported in this paper makes two potential contributions to science journalism research. The first is the identification and development of types and forms of content that digital technologies could present to journalists in new, more efficient ways that have the potential to augment the knowledge and skills of these journalists, based on the interviews with 18 science journalism and communication experts. The second is preliminary empirical evidence that journalists can accept the digital manipulation and presentation of this content to augment their knowledge when writing about science journalism. Indeed, presenting this content in the existing work tools of journalists, e.g. as an optional science journalism sidebar of text editors, appears to be important for this acceptance [21]. This second contribution also revealed new means of delivering empowering digital capabilities to journalists without risks of perceived over-automation of their work. Prototypes such as Science-blogger [55] and tools such as Scholarcy [44], which summarize academic papers for non-scientific audiences [52], and tools such as SciCheck [15] that verify digital content verification to check scientific facts have received considerable recent attention in science journalism. However, the problems that these tools were developed to solve were reported only occasionally in the interviews with the...
science journalism and communication experts. Instead, the challenges identified by the 18 experts – lack of time, finding digital sources for stories in diverse information sources, writing for different audiences, and explaining science to these audiences – suggests the need for other forms of digital support. The identification of these alternative challenges reveals the value of our participatory design approach.

The INQUEST prototype presented in this paper is currently being improved. The existing science audience personas are being refined and new ones developed to describe more low-income and/or ethnic minority people identified to be more disengaged with science [12]. Further paper prototyping is being used to improve each persona’s accuracy and value to journalists. The creative search algorithms are also being refined to return more blended mixes of scientific, news and other content that journalists will be able to use more directly in story identification and development. The set of science communication metaphors is being extended and redeveloped to be more interactive, to enable journalists to think more creatively about how to communicate science-related content to specific audiences. The user settings, not described in this paper, are being extended to enable individual journalists to be able to customize INQUEST prototype features and content to their needs.

Furthermore, the information content developed for use in the INQUEST prototype can seed other types of science journalism activities. For example, the extended set of science audience personas can be used in science journalism education and training courses. Likewise, the evolving set of science communication metaphors can be made available to journalists as a standalone booklet, toolkit or website, to encourage the widest possible use of the new content.

Of course, the participatory design process used to prototype INQUEST also raises questions about the validity of the research. For example, threats to external validity were conditions that limited our ability to generalize the results [56] – in this case the participatory design of one prototype that involved fewer than 30 journalists. However, the prototype’s core capabilities were based on results collected from interviews with 18 science journalism and communication experts from 6 countries that required time and effort to negotiate and collect. Few if any equivalent alternative studies have been reported. The expert interviews were also subject to threats to internal validity of the evaluation [56]. One obvious risk was the possible underreporting of the use of information sources because of well-documented taken-for-granted knowledge and selective recall problems associated with verbal reports [24], with the consequence that more of the experts could have used more of the different types of digital information source. However, the subsequent design of the INQUEST prototype incorporated all of the reported source types, so this bias did not influence the design outcome. Another threat in the form of an influence that could have affected independent variables was potential design bias from the existing INJECT tool. That said, the design of INJECT had been informed by co-design with journalists in different newsrooms [31] and used successfully in newsrooms [32]. Therefore, we consider that this bias was acceptable during the development of a prototype, but will ensure that the next stages of INQUEST development are not influenced negatively by the INJECT tool design. More generally, the current INQUEST prototype manipulates written language rather than large datasets and/or visualisations of these datasets. Future versions will consider if and how support for data and information visualizations, perhaps from other products, can enhance journalist knowledge and capabilities.

This paper reports one of the first projects in which journalists participated directly to design new forms of interactive digital support for science journalism. The decision to design this support from the viewpoints of journalists and science journalism contrasts with recent empirical research that investigated communication barriers from the viewpoint of scientists [46]. It provides a useful starting point for further exploration, in a world in which the need for reliable scientific reporting to public audiences is more important than ever.
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